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Teachers! 
Note:  This is How to Best Utilize this Book

These Marketing Books are ready made curricula complete with a comprehension test and a related 
activity. You can elect to use them as self-guided study; share topic readings on the whiteboard, or 
disperse limited pages as it suits your class needs.

There are 6 books in this series. Each one is a stand alone unit. Each book compliments its members. 
Note that each major topic in these books starts on a new page. This format is designed so that you can 
share individual lesson pages or chapters with your class. 

Limited copying for select pages is expected and encouraged. However please do NOT copy off and 
disperse entire book without a multiple group license sold through TpT or PattyAnn.net. Thank you. 

Books in this Series Include:

Marketing Book 1
All About Strategic Marketing

 
Marketing Book 2

Target Your Market

Marketing Book 3
Product Development

Marketing Book 4
Advertising & Promotion

Marketing Book 5
Product Distribution

Marketing Book 6
Product Pricing
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Marketing Book 5
Product Distribution

Welcome!

Welcome to Product Distribution. This marketing course covers six very 

important aspects of the distribution process: order processing, inventory management, 

material handling, warehousing and transportation. Each one of these areas is significant

to marketers when considering overall strategies to use when shipping their 

organization’s products into the marketplace because customer satisfaction is the result 

of an orderly and efficient distribution system.

During this reading you will encounter individual lessons that will contribute to 

all the facets of the distribution process. At the end of this book you will get the chance 

to test your newly acquired knowledge by taking a multiple-choice quiz. Plus, there is a 

student activity to practice the principles taught in this booklet. Do take your time to 

become acquainted with these concepts and enjoy this marketing aspect!
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Objectives

The goal for this book is to provide learners with useful and transferable 

knowledge about the marketing industry. In this particular book we have chosen six very

specific components relating to product distribution:

A.   Product Distribution Overview

B.   Order Processing

C.   Inventory Management

D.   Materials Handling

E.   Warehousing

F.   Transportation

These six aspects will provide an overview and an in-depth look at the 

fundamental components of product distribution. Once this learning is complete, a quick

review of the objectives within each lesson will help keep these concepts fresh in your 

mind. 
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A. Product Distribution Overview

 Physical distribution of goods contributes to overall marketing strategy. It refers 

to many wide-ranging operations including order processing, inventory management, 

materials handling, warehousing and transportation. Effective physical distribution can 

decrease costs and increase customer satisfaction; two primary goals organizations seek 

to attain. This course will discuss all aspects of product distribution and provide a 

complete understanding of this important phase of marketing. Believe it or not, physical 

distribution accounts for half of all marketing costs; hence a good reason to thoroughly 

learn all the characteristics of this industry. 

Quick Overview

The Function of Product Distribution

The Importance of Distribution

 Meeting Customer Service Standards

 Reducing Distribution Costs

 Reducing Cycle Time
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The Function of Product Distribution

Product distribution is the physical movement of merchandise from an origination

source to a destination point. From the time merchandise is manufactured to the time it 

is sold to the consumer, it is routed through one—if not several—modes of delivery 

channels. An analogy for product distribution would be a diagram for a family tree. At 

the top is the parent company that manufactures the product. From there, the 

merchandise is shipped out to the wholesalers, which in turn distribute to the retailers, 

where eventually the product finds its way into the consumer’s hand. 

It is imperative to have a well-organized, efficient distribution system so that 

companies are able to provide a level of service that satisfies their customers. Although 

product distribution refers to the physical dispensing of merchandise, there are many 

other and equally important aspects related to supporting the entire distribution 

endeavor, which will be covered in the following lessons.
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Meeting Customer Service Standards

The customer is king, and without their business you have none. Customer service

means giving the consumer what they want, and when it comes to product distribution,

patrons expect fair prices, product quality, and dependable deliveries. Issues of concern

that  determine  whether  clients  are  satisfied  with  their  supplier  include  physical

proximity to distribution area, product availability, timeliness, and quality of deliver-

ables.

A higher level of customer service can also include emergency shipments, prompt 

replacement of defective shipments, sizable inventories, and warranties. Other above 

and beyond benefits organization can offer include help with storing customer 

inventories or assuming the cost of transportation.

In a competitive market, some companies will guarantee service performance to 

win over customers. To be effective, organizations need to examine the services offered 

by the competitors in order to justify their own services.
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B. Order Processing

Order processing is both receiving the sales order information and the 

transmission of that information to various departments so an order can be carried out. 

While this process is often taken for granted, efficient order processing enables the 

smooth flow of product delivery. Company size usually determines how orders are 

executed, meaning either they use a computerized database or they fill out the 

paperwork by hand. Regardless of the method used, accurate and efficient order 

processing contributes to decreased cycle times and costs, increased profits and overall 

customer satisfaction.

Quick Overview

The Three Tasks of Order Processing

 Order Entry

 Handling

 Delivery

Methods of Order Processing

 Manual

 Electronic Data Interchange
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The Three Tasks of Order Processing

The three primary tasks involved with placing and transmitting an order are: 

Order Entry, Handling and Delivery.

Order Entry is the point at which a customer places their order with the business 

selling the product. Orders can be given by telephone, by mail, in person to a sales 

representative, or by computer.

Order Handling involves a couple of departments simultaneously. When an order is 

entered, it is transmitted to the warehouse to check product availability. It also goes to 

the credit department to verify prices, terms, and the customer’s credit rating. When the 

credit department approves the purchase, the warehouse personnel can then assemble 

and pack the order for shipment.

Order Delivery happens once the order is packed and ready to go. The warehouse 

schedules the delivery with the appropriate method of transportation, the customer is 

sent an invoice, inventory records are adjusted to reflect the sale, and the order is 

delivered.
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C. Inventory Management

Inventory refers to the amount of product kept in stock at a company’s warehouse 

before and after orders are placed. Inventory management involves developing and 

maintaining the right quantity of products on hand to meet the needs of the customers 

placing orders. The assets of most companies are tied to their inventories, and as such, 

inventory decisions can have a major impact on distribution costs and the level of 

customer service provided. 

A major consideration for organizations involves deciding how much inventory to 

carry. When not enough products are stocked, shortages occur which cause brand 

switching, lower sales and a loss of customers. When too many products are carried, 

company assets may be tied up in merchandise that becomes obsolete and the risk of 

pilfering and damage increases.

The main objective to inventory management is to control costs and at the same 

time maintain the proper mix and quantity of products. To achieve this goal, marketers 

concentrate on two important areas: when to order and how much to order.

Determining When to Order

 Reorder Point

 Order Lead Time

 Usage Rate

 Safety Stock

 Fixed Order-Interval System

Deciding How Much to Order

 Inventory-Carrying Costs

 Order-Processing Costs 
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Determining When to Order

A happy customer is one who receives their product in the expected time frame, which 

correlates to when the order is placed. To calculate the point at which an order (or 

reorder) is placed, several issues need to be addressed.

The Reorder Point is cued when inventory levels drop and signals the need to place 

another order. To figure out the exact reorder point the company representative must 

know the order lead time, product usage rate, and the amount of safety stock required.

Order Lead Time is the time period between when the order is placed by the customer 

to when the order is received by the customer.

Usage Rate is how fast the product is used up or consumed within a specific time 

period. 

Safety Stock is a buffer against running short of inventory. It is the amount of over-

stocked products kept in supply to compensate for periods that have above average use.
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E. Warehousing

Warehousing is not just storing merchandise; it encompasses the entire design and

operations of facilities for importing, storing, and moving products. It is another 

physical function of distribution. 

Warehouses serve as a temporary transfer station for merchandise on its way to 

the marketplace and therefore need to be designed for the efficiency of moving goods at 

a rapid pace. Some warehouses may accommodate surplus inventories that are either 

seasonal or outdated. However, no matter what a warehouse stores, the function should 

be designed for efficiency and meeting the customer’s needs in a timely fashion. The 

size and magnitude of warehouse operations can be enormous. 

Here are two major features of warehousing include its function and types.

Warehousing Functions

 Receiving

 Identifying

 Sorting

 Dispatching

 Holding

 Recalling and Picking

 Collecting the Shipment

 Dispatching the Shipment

Type of Warehouses

 Private Warehouses

 Public Warehouses

 Distribution Centers
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Warehousing Functions

When products are received in bulk by warehouses, the personnel are responsible 

for resizing the shipments so they can be shipped out to the customer. This is one of the 

basic functions that warehouses perform, along with a number of other distribution 

tasks. Here is a list of some typical warehouse functions:

Receiving the products means the warehouse accepts the merchandise and assumes all 

responsibility for it.

Identifying the merchandise is recording the quantity, type, and giving the product an 

identifying mark like a tag or a bar code.

Sorting happens to products to put them in their appropriate areas.

Dispatching to storage means putting merchandise away for later retrieval.

Holding is just keeping goods held until a time they are needed.
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F. Transportation

The function of transportation is to move products from the manufacturer to 

where they are purchased. The transporting of goods is one of the most expensive 

functions in product distribution. Merchandise availability and delivery schedules are 

heavily dependent on transportation; thus this operation directly affects customer 

service. 

While this course has focused on moving products from the manufacturer to the 

customer, there are some organizations that are built upon the marketing strategy of 

using time delivery schedules to gain a competitive edge. A good example is FedEx, 

which features the delivery of the overnight letter. If a customer drops off a letter by 

3p.m., the next day it will reach its destination by 10 am. A customer can find out at any 

point where their letter or package is in the transportation pipeline by using a tracking 

number unique to their parcel. 

There are several features to consider when transporting goods. This lesson looks 

at the methods of transporting, selection criteria, coordinating services and strategic 

issues in distribution.
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Test Your Comprehension

Product distribution has come to its conclusion. Next, there is a quiz to check your

understanding of this book's content. However, it would be beneficial to review the 

course objectives and revisit each lesson to refresh your memory.

Multiple Choice Knowledge Check

1. Product distribution entails which of the following categories?

a) Order processing

b) Inventory management

c) Materials handling

d) Warehousing and transportation

e) All of the above

2. The primary goals of physical product distribution are:

a) To provide a complete range of services related thereto

b) To decrease company costs and increase customer satisfaction

c) To contribute to the overall marketing strategy

d) To move products from the manufacturer to the customer

3. Product distribution is the physical movement of merchandise from an origination 

point to a destination point. True or False?

a) True

b) False
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4. There are several key points to an efficient product distribution system. Which of the 

following are crucial considerations?

a) Meeting customer service standards

b) Reducing distribution costs

c) Reducing cycle time

d) B and C

e) All of the above

5. The total time it takes to complete the distribution process from order entry to 

delivery is called:

a)  Order processing

b)  Distribution time

c)  Cycle time

d)  Materials handling

6. Order processing encompasses several distinct functions that include:

a) Receiving the order and transmitting the information to other departments

b) Warehouse personnel picking and packing the order for shipment

c) The transporting of products to the customer

d) A and B

e) All of the above
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Activity

Product Distribution

Overview:  
Physical distribution of goods contributes to great marketing strategy. It refers to many 
operations including order processing, inventory management, materials handling, 
warehousing and transportation.  Two primary goals of distribution is to decrease costs 
and increase customer satisfaction. 

Objective:  
Lower costs and customer satisfaction drives the success behind product distribution.  
An important aspect of  product marketing are case studies. From knowledge gained, 
adjustments to the distribution process can be altered. Students will take the assigned 
questions concerning product distribution and research data to find the logical answers. 
Students will discern methodologies used in the distribution process in order to attain an 
understanding about what makes a successful distribution system.   

Materials: 

Activity sheet, pens, pencils, extra paper if needed;

Internet, and anything else to help provide research;

Optional: Magazines, newspapers, other periodicals to cut out;

Scissors and glue stick and tape.

Explain: 

Students will work individually. Questions will be answered on the activity sheets 
provided. All questions pertain to product distribution or customer satisfaction. Research
can be done on the Internet and by any source that will provide legitimate information. 
Students can write short answers for every question.

OPTIONAL: After the questions are answered, for fun students can find and cut out 
several pictures related to the distribution process. The bold type on each question 
indicates what pictures might be appropriate.
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 Distribution Activity Page 1

Student Name:

Do a case study on FedEx. Name 4 distribution methods that keeps FedEx 
competitive.

1)

2)

3)

4)

Successful companies have systems and methods in place for an efficient distribution 
system. Name 3 distribution systems that successful companies employ.

1)

2)

3)
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Distribution Activity Page 2

List as many transportation modes as you can find. Then list pros and cons for each. 
Then think why a company would chose one transport over another.

Transportation Type Pro for Using this Method Con for Using this Method
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Thank You 4 Previewing

Marketing     Book 5

Product Distribution

ALL BOOKS IN THIS SERIES INCLUDE:

$AVE ON THE 6 BOOK SET
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